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ABSTRACT 

New results are presented on the fermion asymmetries, Ab and A,, and 
the b-branching ratio, I&,, using a data sample of 150,0002" decays col- 
lected by the SLD during 1993 and 1994. The fermion asymmetries ex- 
ploit the highly polarized electron beam available at the SLC 63.0% f 
1.1% during 1993 and increasing to a preliminary value of 78.2 kj 0 f 2.0% 
during 1994) to perform direct measurements of Ab and A,. The pre- 
liminary results obtained are Ab = 0.82 f 0.06(stat)fO.O8(syst), A, = 
0.63 f 0.13(stat)fO.O8(syst) and & = 0.218 f O.OO4(stat)fO.OO4(syst) 
f0.003(RC). In addition, the measurement of sin26gf from the 1993 
ALR result is reviewed. The result obtained is sin26gf = 0.2292 f 
O.OOO9(stat)fO.O004(syst). 
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1 Introduction 

During the 1994 run of the SLAC Large Detector(SLD), lOOK 2" decays were col- 
lected with an electron beam polarization of 78.2 f 2.0%. This has lead to signif- 
icantly more precise asymmetry measurements and has allowed the use of a hemi- 
sphere &tagging technique to obtain a more precise measurement of &, = r (Z"  4 
b$)/I'(Z" + hadrons). The longitudinal polarization of the beam dows the left 
and right handed components of the 2" + ff coupling to be measured separately. 
Through observations of the 2" 4 ff  decay rates, excluding Bhabhas, for left and 
right handed beam polarizations, a direct measurement of the electron asymmetry A, 
is made. From this, an accurate measurement of the weak mixing angle is obtained. 
The heavy quark asymmetries are obtained from a double asymmetry. By measuring 
the difference of the polar angle distribution of the quark decay directions for left 
and right handed electron beam polarizations, values for Ab and A, are obtained. 
Finally, a hemisphere b-tag technique utilizing the 3-D impact parameters of tracks 
to the measured primary vertex position is used to measure &. The accelerator and 
detector systems are briefly described, followed by details of the individual analyses. 

2 Polarized Electron Operation at the SLC 

A detailed discussion of spin transport and measurement at the SLAC Linear Collider 
(SLC) can be found in reference 111. Longitudindy polarized electrons are generated 
by photo-emission from a "strained" GaAs cathode. The straining of the cathode 
removes a degeneracy in the valence band energy levels of the GaAs and, theoretically, 
allows for electron beam polarizations approaching 100%. The beam polarization of 
22% measured during the 1992 SLC/SLD run was increased to 63% in 1993 as a result 
of introducing this "strained" GaAs cathode. A further increase in 1994 to 78% was 
obtained through optimization of the thickness and quality of the GaAs and GaAsP 
layers of the cathode. 

As the electron bunch enters the SLC Damping Ring (needed to reduce the 
transverse phase space of the bunch) the spins are rotated to the vertical in order to 
preserve polarization during the 8 ms damping time. Spin orientation remains vertical 
during re-injection into the LINAC and during acceleration to 46.6 GeV. The electron 
beam is transported from the end of the LINAC to the SLD Interaction Point (IP) 
through the north SLC Arc. During this transport the spin orientation is rotated to 
longitudinal by taking advantage of the coupling of the electron spin precession with 
the Betatron phase advance of the achromats comprising the arc. 

The longitudinal electron polarization is measured by a Compton scattering 
polarimeter located 33 m downstream of the SLD IP. After passing through the SLD 
IP, the electron beam collides with a Nd:YAG laser beam of wavelength 532nm. A 
dipole bending magnet disperses the scattered electrons horizontally into a nine chan- 
nel Cherenkov detector, which measures their momentum spectrum in the interval 
from 17 to 30 GeV/c. The electron beam polarization is determined from the asym- 
metry formed from counts of parallel and anti-parallel combinations of laser beam 
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and electron beam helicities. Electron polarization is monitored continuosly during 
operation of the SLC with a statistical precision obtained over a three minute interval 
of 1%. 

3 TheSLD 

Observations of the 2" decay products are made using the SLD. The SLD[2] con- 
sists of a Warm Iron Calorimeter (WIC) for muon identification; a Liquid Argon 
Calorimeter(LAC) for measuring energy flow; a Cherenkov Ring Imaging Detector 
(CRID) for particle identification; a Drift Chamber (CDC) for charged track identi- 
fication and momentum measurements; and a CCD pixel Vertex Detector (VXD) for 
precise position measurements near the interaction point. 

The calorimetry and tracking systems are used by the analyses presented here 
and wil l  be briefly discussed (reference [3] contains a detailed description). The 
LAC barrel covers I C O S ~ ]  < 0.84 and endcaps cover 0.82 < Icos8l < 0.98 for 
the full azimuthal range. The electromagnetic energy resolution of the calorime- 
ter barrel is measured to be c / E  = 1 5 ' % / 4 m .  The hadronic energy res- 
olution is 60%/4=. The CDC covers the azimuthal range lcos81 < 0.72. 
Charged tracks are reconstructed in the CDC, linked with pixel clusters in the VXD, 
and then a combined fit performed. The angular errors of the CDC combined 
with local errors c ( ~ 4 )  and ~ ( T z )  of - 6pm for the VXD clusters, lead to  an 
rq5 (plane perpendicular to the e+e- beam axis)  impact parameter resolution of 
(a, &, = (l lpm, 70pm). The TZ (plane containing the beam axis)  impact parame- 
ter resolution is = (38pm, 70pm). The combined fit momentum resolution is 
S p l / p l  = 0.01 0.0026 p l  ( p l  in GeV/c). 

4 Rb Measurement using a Lifetime Double Tag 

Measurement of the ratio of the partial width of 2" + && to the partial width of 
2" + hadrons (Rb) allows a direct measurement of vertex corrections to the ZbZ 
vertex to be made. Due to the increase of the SLD data sample in 1994 we can 
now employ a double tag technique which greatly reduces the sensitivity of the &, 
measurement to the simulation of b-decays and the detector. The measurement is 
performed in a manner similar to that outlined by ALEPH[$]. To tag a hemisphere 
one s t a r t s  by forming a probability that each track is consistent with coming from the 
primary vertex. This is done by using the 3-D normalized impact parameters (6) of 
the tracks. This quantity is signed negative if the point of closest approach between 
the track and the jet axis is behind the measured primary vertex position. The 
distribution of 6 < 0, shown in Fig. 1, indicates good simulation of the resolutions. A 
resolution function(R) is parameterized to fit the 6 < 0 distribution of tracks in uds 
events. Fkom this, the integral probability that a track is consistent with coming from 
the primary vertex position is determined. Then, these probabilities are combined 
to form the integral probability that the collection of tracks in a hemisphere are 
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Figure 1: Distribution of S in data and 
Monte Carlo. sphere probability cut. 

Figure 2: & uncertainties versus hemi- 

consistent with coming from the primary vertex. A hemisphere is then tagged by 
requiring that the probability for the hemisphere is below a cut. 

Using this tag, the fraction of hemispheres tagged (Fa) and the fraction of 
events with both hemispheres tagged ( F d )  is measured in data. These are combined 
with the uds hemisphere tagging efficiency (cuds), c hemisphere tagging efficiency 
(ec) ,  and b hemisphere correlation (Ab), estimated from the Monte Carlo, to measure 
Rb and the b hemisphere tagging efficiency (4) simultaneously. These solutions are 
obtained iteratively from the following expressions: 

The optimal hemisphere probability cut which minimizes the total systematic 
plus statistical uncertainty in &, is 10-3*2. The &, uncertainties versus the hemisphere 
probability cut are shown in Fig. 2. At the optimal cut, the result is: 

& = 0.218 f 0.004(stat) f 0.004(syst) f 0.003(&). (3) 

Tlie contributions to the systematic uncertainty are shown in Table 1. From Fig. 2 
it is clear that the overall systematic uncertaintity will decrease with more data. 
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Detector Systematics . 
Systematic . 6&/& Systematic 6&/& 
Efficiency Corrections 0.5% Vo Rejection 0.9% 

Systematic Sa/& Systematic 6RblRb 

Impact Resolutions 0.5% Beam Position Tails 0.3% 
Physics Syst ernatics 

Correlation Systematics 0.6% Charm Systematics 1.2% 
Light Quark Systematics 0.3% R, 1.4% 

Table 1: Summary of contributions to the systematic error for probability tag at a 
cut of P,~ = 10-3.2 

5 Af from the Left-Right Forward-Backward Asym- 
metry 

Measurements of fermion asymmetries at the 2" resonance probe a combination of 
the vector and axial vector couplings of the 2" to fermions, Af = 2vfaf/v; +u;. The 
parameters Af express the extent of parity violation at the Zff vertex and provide 
sensitive tests of the Standard Model. The tree-level differential cross section for the 
process e+e- -+ zo + ff is: 

dflf a (1 - AePe)(1+ COS 02) + 2Af(Ae - Pe) cos 8, d cos 0 (4) 

where 0 is the outgoing fermion direction with respect to the electron beam and P e  
is the electron beam polarization. The parameter Af can be isolated by forming the 
left-right forward-backward asymmetry (the double asymmetry): 

[flL(cos f e)  - f l L ( -  f cos e)] - f e) - bR(- f cos e)] 
f 

ALRFB= f e) - &-- cos e)] + [flQcos e) - &- cos e)] 

Two analyses are described below. The first measures Ab by using a Momen- 
tum Weighted Track Charge technique to determine the direction of the outgoing 
fermion. The second measures A, by f d y  and partially reconstructing I)(*)+ decays 
from 2" + cE events. 

5.1 Ab from Momentum Weighted Track Charge 

A detailed discussion of the Momentum Weighted Track Charge analysis can be found 
in reference [5 ] .  Basically, the analysis begins by selecting a sample of 2" + bg events 
and determing the b and 6 directions. A b enriched sample of events is obtained 
by applying a 2-D impact parameter tag. The event thrust a x i s  9, formed from 
all calorimeter energy clusters, is used to estimate the the direction of the b and 8 
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Figure 3: Momentum weighted track 
charge(Q,) for data and Monte Carlo. 

Figure 4: Thrust axis distributions for 
left and right polarization of the e- beam 
signed such that Qp < 0. 

quarks. To determine the b quark direction, the Momentum Weighted Track Charge 
is formed: 

ti, = 0.5. 

A negative value of Qp associates the b quark with the forward thrust axis direction 
(T, > 0). If Q p  is positive then the sign of the T' is flipped. The distributions of 2'' 
for left and right e- polarizations are shown in Fig. 4. 

The distribution of the Momentum Weighted Track Charge is well reproduced 
by the Monte Carlo, as shown in Fig. 3. From Monte Carlo, the charged assignment is 
determined to be correct 69% of the time, giving an analyzing power of 69% - (100% - 
69%) = 38%. As a cross-check of the analyzing power, the frequency with which the 
hemispheres of an event agree (Pasre) and disagree (&isagree) on the direction of 

. is proportional to the square of the analyzing power. The measurement of H for 
the 1993 Monte Carlo, the 1993 data, and the 1993+1994 data are 0.087 f 0.007, 
0.088 f 0.016, and 0.094 f 0.010 respectively. These are in good agreement with each 
other and provide confidence in the Monte Carlo estimation of the analyzing power 
used in obtaining the results for Ab. 

1 the b-quark are calculated. The asymmetry of these quantities ( H  = Pagree-Pdisa  ree 
pagrea+Pdisa~ree 

The observed left-right forward-backward asymmetry, (where d represents 
a bin in TZ), is formed according to equation 5. This observed asymmetry must 
be corrected for various dilution effects, including the event tag purity, thrust a x i s  
smearing, and the analyzing power of the jet charge technique: 

where II; is the 2" + b& purity in bin i, estimated from the Monte Carlo, and 
is the expected asymmetry of light quark events, estimated %om the subset of Monte 
Carlo light quark events which pass the 2" --+ b& selection. 
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6Ab Systematic Uncertainties 
B-hadron decay & fragmentation 7% Tracking efficiency / resolution 4% 
Light quark subtraction 2% Beam polarization 2% 
B-meson mixing 2% QCD & other radiative effects 1% 
Monte Carlo statistics 6% 

Total 11% 

Systematic Uncertainties Ab , 

Table 2: Contributions to the Ab systematic uncertainty. 

The Monte Carlo distribution of asymmetry is generated with Ab = 1.0 and 
the measured polarization( (P~easured )) and fitted to the distribution of A T .  The 
lone fit parameter is the measurement of Ab. Using this technique on the 1994 data, a 
preliminary result of Ab = 0.79fO.O7(stat)~O.08(syst) is obtained. The contributions 
to the systematic error are shown in Table 2. Combining the 1994 result with the 
1993 result of 0.87 f O.ll(stat)fO.O9(syst) the preliminary combined result is: 

Ab = 0.82 f O.OG(stat) f 0.08(syst) (1993 + 1994). (8) 

5.2 A, from D(*)+ decays 

A detailed discussion of the I?(*)+ analysis can be found in reference [6].  2” 4 CE 
events are identified by fully and partially reconstructing the decays of D*+ and 
D+ mesons (known collectively as D(*)+). The charge of the primary charm quark 
is uniquely determined by the sign of the D(*)+ meson. Event and topology cuts 
described below are used to reject D’s resulting from b + c cascade in 2” + b& 
events. 

The D*+ mesons are identified using the decay D*+ + nfDo, where the Do 
decays via Do 4 K-n+ (“3 prong” mode) or Do + K-n+7ro (“satellite resonance”). 
The 7r: in the D*+ decay is known as the “spectator” pion and carries the sign of the 
charm quark. The D+ mesons are identified using the decay D+ -+ K-.lr+n-. Three 
analyses are followed for reconstructing these decay modes, as discussed below. 

5.2.1 Kinematic Analysis for Reconstructing D*+ 

This method uses standard kinematic cuts to obtain a pure D*+ sample. In particular, 
the higher ZD* = ~ E D * / E c M  of the D*+ mesons in CZ events compared to those in 
b& events is used to reject cascade decays. The D”, formed from pairs of oppositely 
charged tracks, is required to have an invariant mass ( M ( K - n + ) )  within 1.765 < 
M(K-7rt-) < 1.965 GeV/c2 for the 3 prong mode and 1.500 < M ( K - n + )  < 1.700 
GeV/c2 for the satellite mode. The surviving Do candidates are combined with the 
.lrf candidates to form the D*+ candidate. This is then required to have an a g e  > 0.4. 
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Figure 5: The mass difference be- Figure 6: Distribution of the longitu- 
tween the tagged D*+’s and Do’s for dinal component of D(*)+ direction for 
the 3-prong mode(A) and the satellite left and right e- polarizations. 
mode(B) plus the mass of the K-r+r+ 
combinations(C) for D+ decays. 

5.2.2 Decay Length Analysis for Reconstructing D*+ 

The complementary decay length analysis uses a cut on the Do’s 3-D decay length 
((L) - lmm) with respect to the primary vertex position and relaxes the kinematic 
cuts. The decay length significance(l/al) is required to be greater than 2.5. To 
reduce b contamination, the Do is required to point within 20pm of the primary 
vertex position in the plane transverse to the beam-line. The D*+ candidate is then 
formed as before and it must satisfy a p  < 0.2. 

The overlap in the D*’s identified by the kinematic and decay length analyses 
is 28%. The signal is taken from the mass difference(Arn) between the D*+ and Do. 
The signal region is (Am < 0.150 GeV/c2) and sideband region is (0.160 GeV/c2 < 
Am < 0.200 GeV/c2). The shape of the background spectrum in the signal region is 
determined from the Monte Carlo. The background normalization is determined by 
comparing the sideband regions between the data and the Monte Carlo. The purity 
of the signal (A) is 70% for the 3-prong mode and is 69% for the satellite mode. 
The distributions for Am for the 3-prong and satellite modes with the background 
shape from the Monte Carlo are shown in Fig. 5. 

5.2.3 The D+ Reconstruction Analysis 

The precise beam position resolution and decay length resolution are employed to 
obtain a very pure sample of D+ decays. In particular, the decay length significance 
must satisfy A / a l  > 3.0, and the D+ momentum vector must point to within 5(20) 
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Systematic Source 6A, Systematic Source SAC 

Abkg 0.032 fbkg 0.032 
RCBG a distribution 0.020 
Ab+D 0.023 
(XC> 0.018 
A, 0.001 
cr,(Mi) value 0.004 
fragmentation shape 0.010 

RCBG cos e acceptance 

( X b >  

ob:) QCD 

f h D / ( f b + D  + f - D )  

Polarization 

0.025 
0.006 
0.006 
0.015 
0.006 

Total I 0.066 

Table 3: Contributions to the A, systematic uncertainty. 

mrad of the displacement vector of the vertex to the primary vertex position in the 
plane transverse(1ongitudinal) to the beam-line. The D+ candidate is required to 
have xDt > 0.4. To reject D*+ decays, the mass difference between M(K-7r+7rr-) 
and M ( K - d )  must be greater than 0.160 GeV/c2. 

The invariant mass region of 1.800 GeV/c2 < 1M(K-7rr+n+) < 1.940 GeV/c2 is 
used for the signal while the regions of 1.640 GeV/c2 < M(K-n+?r+) < 1.740 GeV/c2 
and 2.000 GeV/c2 < M(K-n+n+) < 2.100 GeV/c2 are are used as sideband regions 
for estimating the amount of background under the signal. Tlie purity of the signal is 
85%. The distribution of M(K-&n+) in data with the predicted amount of random 
combinatoric background from the Monte Carlo is shown in Fig. 5. 

. 

5.2.4 Determining 4 

The resulting distributions of -Q - cos 0 for the reconstructed D*+ decays, separated 
for left and right e- polarizations, are shown in Fig. 6. A, is extracted from an 
unbinned maximum likelihood fit based on the tree level cross section for 2" -+ ff. 
The 1994 preliminary result is A, = 0.57 f 0.16(stat)fO.O7(syst). A summary of the 
contributions to the systematic error is presented in Table 3. The largest contribution 
to this error comes from the uncertainty in the amount of background under the signal 
and the asymmetry of this background. Both will be better determined with more 
data. Combining the 1993 and 1994 results, we obtain the following preliminary 
result: 

A, = 0.63 f O.lS(stat) f O.O7(syst) (1993 + 1994). 

6 Precise Measurement of P L R  
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Details of the 1993 ALR measurement are presented in reference [7]. SLD measures the 
asymmetry of the cross-section for left and right handed electron beam polarizations 
as shown in Eqn. 10. 



c 

(10) 
c( e;e+ -+ 2") - cr( eke+ -, 2") - 
,(e,,+ + 20) + c ( e i e +  -, 20) 

2( 1 - 4 sin2 6,) 
1 + (1 - 4sin2 8w)2' 

- ALR = 

This yields a sensitive measure of the weak mixing angle. The measurement is per- 
formed on events that have at least 8 calorimeter clusters in I cos @thrust1 < 0.8 and at 
least 11 in I cos 6thrust[ > 0.8. This helps to reject 2" + e+e- events which dilute the 
asymmetry due to the t-channel diagram. The events must also pass the following 
cluster energy requirements: Eduater 2 0.4 ECM where ECM is the center of mass 
energy measured from the calorimeter; and ICzdusterj/Etotol < 0.6. These reject 
backgrounds which are typified by a low mean energy per tower and an imbalance 
of the energy in the calorimeter due to single beam backgrounds. Monte Carlo stud- 
ies indicate that the efficiency of this selection for passing 2" decays is 93% with a 
background of 0.25 f 0.10%. 

From 49392 2"'s passing event selection, 27225 were left-handed 2"'s and 
22167 were right-handed. This yields a raw asymmetry(A,) of 0.1024 f 0.0045. 
Combining this with the 1993 average beam polarization (Pe) = (63 f 1.1)% one 
obtains the following result: 

ALR = Am/(Pe)  + (small corrections) = 0.1628 f 0.0071(stat) f 0.0028(syst). (11) 

The dominant components of the systematic error are the uncertaintities in the Comp- 
ton Polarimeter laser polarization, and in the correction to the measured polarization 
caused by the finite energy spread of the electron beam. Both are expected to decrease 
significantly for data collected after 1993. 

This result is corrected to account for photon exchange and for electroweak 
interference resulting from the deviation of the effective e+e- center-of-mass energy 
from the Z-pole energy (including the effect of initial state radiation). This yields for 
the pole asymmetry AER and the effective weak mixing angle: 

A& = 0.1656 f 0.0071(stat) f 0.0028(syst), 

sin2 0gf = 0.2292 f 0.0009(stat) f 0.0004(syst). 

(12) 

(13) 
This is currently the most precise single measurement of sin2 6s'. The total uncer- 
tainty is expected to decrease from 0.0010 to 0.0005 with the 1994 data included. 

7 Summary 

Precision measurements of asymmetries and the &branching ratio have been made 
using the SLD. Significant improvements in the precision of these measurement have 
resulted from the 1994 SLD run. The SLD measurement of ALR is expected to 
continue to be the single best measurement of the weak mixing angle. The SLD AB 
measurement is competitive with LEP measurements and improvements are expected 



from utilizing a self calibrating hemisphere technique. The SLD A, result is already 
the most precise measurement and will improve with more data. Finally, the SLD &, 
measurement is becoming competitive and will improve in precision with more data. 
A l l  results are in agreement with the Standard Model. 
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